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Sporting a handsome new cover, this popular guide (more than 200,000 copies sold) provides men

with everything they need for daily spiritual refreshment and renewal. Like an older brother, Bob

Barnes encourages men to develop their character as they enjoy intimate, lifeâ€“changing

encounters with God.Each dayâ€™s offering includes a short Scripture reading (and a key verse to

focus on throughout the day), a simple but thoughtâ€“provoking devotion based on everyday life, a

prayer, and action points that help guys apply what they read. These dynamic 15â€“minute

devotions will inspire, challenge, and equip men to grow closer to God and more effectively love and

lead the people God has placed in their lives.
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When teaching Bible studies on prayer, I have often looked for a tool to help those new to prayer

answer the question of "Where do I begin"? This book is a wonderful starting point in that no matter

what page you start on, you will always find an inspirational message and a place to begin your

prayer time. I often find myself studying 3 or 4 sections at one time.

Bob really knows and understands how to reach our husbands. The way the book is laid out, it

really seems to reach every man who reads it. It is wonderful the way Bob has written this book. It

helps the men in our lives to open up and start sharing. I highly recommend this book for all the

special men in our lives.



Overall, the book is geared towards men who are married, not men in general. I did the kindle

sample for a couple of days and thought that it would be a pretty good book to have. I was wrong.

The first few that are samples are great, but shortly after that the book tanks towards media bashing

and twisting scripture around. The book is set up with a chunk of scripture to read and then the key

verse is pulled out of it for emphasis. The problem is the "key verse" gets twisted around to fit

whatever the guy wants to talk about and most of the time has nothing to do with the context of the

chunk lined out in the book. I don't know why it got higher reviews from others, but this is definitely

not a good devotional book to do if you aren't married or if you don't like twisted verses.

My husband spends every morning at 5:30 in prayer and Bible reading before starting the rest of his

day. He was looking for a devotional that was neither too heavy nor too simple. 15 Minutes Alone

with God for Men, let's him tailor each chapter to that's days specific need and time limit. A perfect

gift for that man whose life is too busy for God to be left out.

Are you a busy guy with very little free time? Do you want to get closer to God but don't know where

to start? If so, this book is just what you need!I used to wake up at 4:45 every morning to train for

triathlons and finally crawl into bed at 10pm, with very little free time between work and home with a

baby and wife. Now I just get up at 4:30, read thru this for 15-20 minutes, and then start my training!

Yeah, there are some mornings where I'm too tired and hit snooze for 15 minutes, but then I regret it

all day because I know what I am missing!This book is written simple enough that even a "beginner

christian" can follow along and understand it. I like how it is very thought provoking and makes you

think for yourself. I find that it is a great way to start my day. I also realized very quickly that days

that I skipped reading, the battle of temptations, lust, etc were much harder to fight than they were

on days that I read.

I bought this book for an unsaved male acquaintance and I read briefly through it. Great topics and it

goes along with the Word of God, I think is a great gift for that person who is searching for a deeper

meaning on real life subjects and want to see how that goes along with the Word of God.

I bought this as a gift for my husband and he thoroughly enjoys it. He said he really likes it because

it is only 15 minutes and they are divided up so if you skip around or skip a day, it doesn't matter.

He also said it is really focused towards husbands and dads which he really likes.



I found this book to be very helpful in regaining daily focus. I purchased three additional books to

pass out to friends who were struggling with their relationship with God. We have formed a small

group and have discussed the benefits of having this encouraging book. Unlike other devotional

type books, this one has no schedule or dated material, and will be able to be used again and again

with random selection pertaining to the need of the day. I highly recommend this book to any man

seeking to enhance his daily walk with God.
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